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INTRODUCTION
The Annual Qualification Review provides qualification-specific support and guidance to
centres. This information is designed to help teachers preparing to teach the subject and to
help candidates preparing to take the examination.
The reviews are published in September and take into account candidate performance
demonstrated in both on demand and series examinations over the preceding 12 months.
Global pass rates are published so that you can measure the performance of your centre
against these.
The review identifies candidate strengths and weaknesses by syllabus topic area and provides
examples of good and poor candidate responses. It should therefore be read in conjunction
with details of the structure and learning objectives contained within the syllabus for this
qualification, found on the website.
The review identifies any actual or proposed changes to the syllabus or question types together
with their implications.

PASS RATE STATISTICS
The following statistics are based on the performance of candidates who took this qualification
between 1 October 2011 and 30 September 2012.
Global pass rate

66%

Grade distributions
Pass
Merit (formerly Credit)
Distinction

19%
32%
15%

The global pass rate has decreased slightly over that for 2010/2011 for Text Production Level 2
(2074) as have Distinction grades awarded. Examination scripts marked since the first entries
for 20078 in Series 4 2011 indicate similar errors by candidates of both schemes. There is,
however, considerable evidence within the 20078 scheme that candidates are failing to read,
note and act upon the instructions given within each task.

GENERAL STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
Strengths


Excellent examination scripts were submitted by many candidates at several centres
when high numbers of Distinction and Merit grades could be awarded.



Presentation from very many candidates was also excellent.



The majority of candidates completed all tasks within the examination time allowance and
indicated that they were competent in the use of a computer/word processor.
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Weaknesses
The overriding weakness in very many examination scripts, particularly within the Series 2 and
3 2012 papers was a failure to note instructions and act upon them. In the Series 2 paper,
candidates frequently failed to leave the 2.5 cm clear space requested in two places within
Task 3. In the Series 3 paper, numerous candidates ignored most of the instructions within
Task 2 and to a lesser degree within Task 3.
The change from typewriters permitted with the first Text Production Level 2 scheme (2074) to
computers/word processors with the new Text Production Level 2 scheme (20078) means that
examiners can request large fonts, decorative fonts, margins to be moved, justification etc.
Hence there will be a slight increase in the number of instructions within papers and candidates
must comply with these instructions otherwise they are penalised.
Other weaknesses seen in many scripts were as follows:


Confusion with display of the times within Task 2, Series 2 2012. Candidates were asked
to change the times on the 24-hour clock to am/pm and some of the am/pm times had
been given within the task as a guide for candidates but much inconsistency was evident.



Few candidates inset/indented the left margin within Task 2 of the Series 3 2012 paper.
Few decorative fonts were seen for the main and sub-headings. The requirement for
emboldening of all the headings was largely ignored/overlooked.



Numerous typographical errors indicating a failure to proofread work and then correct it.



A failure to expand bus within Task 4, Series 3 2012. This is one of the new
abbreviations and should have been expanded to business.



Inconsistency in display of measurements – Task 2, Series 3 2012. Ideally 39 cm should
have a space after the figures and before cm. Candidates may display this as 39cm
without the space but they must be consistent in their display, otherwise they are
penalised. So many were inconsistent.
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TEACHING POINTS BY SYLLABUS TOPIC
Syllabus Topic 1: Be able to follow a range of instructions to transcribe and edit
documents
Much has been covered in Weaknesses above. On the positive side, the majority of
candidates are able to rearrange material as instructed and to ‘lift’ the appropriate text from intray documents. Interpretation of printers’ correction signs is, for the most part, good.
Syllabus Topic 2: Be able to produce a range of accurate documents
Again, much has been covered in Weaknesses above as regards proofreading but the need to
check and correct finished work cannot be stressed strongly enough. Candidates should check
that they use the correct job title for the person for whom they are working. Common errors are
transposition of Manager and Director plus frequent misspelling of the employer’s name
particularly on production of the Memo.
Another common finding is omission of Enc when it is required and inclusion of it when it is not.
Syllabus Topic 3: Be able to use appropriate presentation tools
There is no doubt that many candidates are competent word processor operators able to
access and use very many of the presentation tools available. Some candidates exceeded
expectations in Task 2, Series 3 2012 by including both the £ symbol and the € against various
sterling sums in the same line; others used $.
Candidates should note that display of main and sub-headings is preferable with a clear linespace between and also that there should always be a clear line-space after shoulder
headings. As regards tabulated columns, these were well displayed in Task 3, Series 2 2012.
Candidates should be reminded that all documents need to include both the reference and the
date unless there is a specific instruction to omit.
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FURTHER GUIDANCE
As requested in previous reports, tutors and invigilators are asked to ensure that:






candidates include candidate numbers on printouts (either keyed in or handwritten)
documents are placed in the examination envelope in document order
document numbers (1, 2, 3 and 4) are inserted on the ‘ladder’ on the envelope
documents are not stapled together
unused stationery is not included in the examination envelope.

Changes to syllabus
None planned; Centres are urged to keep up to date by accessing the EDI website.
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EXAMPLES OF CANDIDATE RESPONSES
The following examples are from scripts for the Series 3 2012 examination on
6 June 2011, preceded by the relevants parts of the examination paper. The document
required was a letter to Mr Frank Lewis, Purchasing Manager at Breakspear Foods Limited.
CANDIDATE INSTRUCTION SHEET
Scenario
You work for Stuart Callaghan, Operations Director of Siskin Warehouse, part of Siskin
Parkway Group. Siskin Warehouse supplies office furniture.
Mr Callaghan likes his letters to be completed:
Stuart Callaghan
Operations Director
Requirements
Mr Callaghan has passed to you two in-tray documents which relate to at least two of the four
tasks to be undertaken. Follow his instructions and present the documents in a businesslike
and consistent format. Include all the necessary details and produce the four documents ready
for signature where appropriate.
Mr Callaghan has given you a note of the documents to be produced as shown below:
Approximate
number of words
Task 1

Letter to Mr Frank Lewis

201

Task 2

Information Sheet

182

Task 3

Advertisement

160

Task 4

Memo to Angela Preston

232

You will need the following information to complete the documents:
The Customer Service Team telephone number is 0845 367 368
The pre-registration website for the Office Furniture Show is www.officefurnitureshow.com
The telephone number for pre-booking of car parking in Edith Road is 0800 238 238
Angela Preston, Finance Assistant
Fernando Lopez, Finance Manager
IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES
THE IN-TRAY DOCUMENT(S) MAY BE DETACHED FOR EASE OF REFERENCE.
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IN-TRAY DOCUMENT 1
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IN-TRAY DOCUMENT 2
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Answer (a) – Distinction response

Comments
An excellent letter with no errors
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Answer (b) – Merit response

Comments
Four errors so a Merit response – omission of Ealing in the address, we have instead of we are,
two for tub and assure for assured. Ideally, equal line-spacing between reference, date, inside
address and salutation is preferred but the spacing was accepted without penalty as was the
‘split’ date in the second paragraph.
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Answer (c) – Pass response

Comments
Six errors so a Pass response – omission of Purchasing Manager in the inside address,
leathertub as one word instead of two, requested for required, the for our before suppliers, our
for your before original specified date and omission of Enc. Shall or will was accepted in the
final paragraph.
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Answer (d) – Fail response

Comments
A Fail response with many errors and very many before the candidate commenced the text of
the letter itself – omission of reference and date, omission of Purchasing Manager and the road
in the inside address; also incorrect postcode within the inside address. Within the text of the
letter – you for your in the second paragraph, sakes for sales, repetition of in within the
penultimate paragraph and e for I in the final paragraph.
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Answer (d) – Fail response
EDI
International House
Siskin Parkway East
Middlemarch Business Park
Coventry CV3 4PE
UK
Tel. +44 (0) 8707 202909
Fax. +44 (0) 2476 516505
Email. enquiries@ediplc.com
www.ediplc.com

Comments
A Fail response with many errors and very many before the candidate commenced the text of
the letter itself – omission of reference and date, omission of Purchasing Manager and the road
in the inside address; also incorrect postcode within the inside address. Within the text of the
letter – you for your in the second paragraph, sakes for sales, repetition of in within the
penultimate paragraph and e for I in the final paragraph.
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